Confederation of Indian Industry

2 Day Hands-on Workshop

Data Handling and
Statistical Analysis
for Six Sigma Projects
“Well prepared is half done”. Any problem with
complete data or datasets can be resolved with ease.
As such data or data points are very critical for problem
analysis and sets the right direction in our aim at
resolving problems. With the advent of data analytics
and data science there is a lot of focus on tools,
techniques that can be used to overcome data
discrepancies and inaccuracies.
This programme is designed exactly to overcome the
odds in terms of data gathering, data organizing, data
visualization, data manipulation and data visualization
apart from data analysis using Minitab.

The Workshop will cover

27 - 28 May 2019, Bengaluru
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Minitab for
comprehensive
data analysis
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Presen ng results
in Minitab

How You Will Benet?
Who Should Attend?
Participants should be Lean Six
Sigma Green Belt and Black
Belt Certied

Learn the right data analysis
Extract the most meaningful
technique for solving
results from large and small data
various business problems
sets and multiple data types

Improve your business
efﬁciency and effectiveness

Pre-Requisites
Participants should have installed the
Minitab R18 version and MS-Excel
(Windows 10) in their laptops for ease of
use and clear understanding

Fee
CII Member: INR 20,000 + GST
Non Member: INR 22,000 + GST
Please note: Pre registration with
payment is a must

Contact
Supriya
7338286169
lss.mktg@cii.in
Mamta
9986012818
mamta.rai@cii.in

Use advanced analysis
functions in Minitab

For Technical queries, Contact
N Sundar Srinivas
8438578250
sundarsrinivas.n@cii.in
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